A bstraction, reformulation, and approximation (ARA) techniques are deemed crucial in the ability of humans to reason about complex and uncertain real-life problems. Consequently, ARA techniques have been studied in various subfields in AI and related disciplines and have been used in various settings including automated reasoning, cognitive modeling, constraint programming, design, diagnosis, machine learning, model-based reasoning, planning, reasoning, scheduling, search, theorem proving, and intelligent tutoring.
The social program included a presymposium dinner, catered meals, and a wine-and-cheese reception. Additionally, also following a SARA tradition, the participants made their own badges, applying ARA techniques to graphic art. A panel of judges selected the best ARA-spirited badge and awarded an ARA-style prize to the winner (Andrea Rendl of the University of Saint Andrews). After the symposium, many SARA and SoCS attendees went on to the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI) in nearby Pasadena, California.
Overall, 37 papers were submitted to the symposium. After a full peerreview process, 23 full papers and 3 short papers appear in the proceedings. As in previous SARA symposia, the range of subject areas of the papers is substantial, covering areas such as search, constraint satisfaction, planning, databases, diagnosis, satisfiability, and biological networks. The proceedings are available from AAAI Press electronically or in print (200 pages).
Additional information, papers, and photographs can be found at the symArticles 96 AI MAGAZINE posium website, designed and hosted by the symposium publicity chair, Nathan Sturtevant at the University of Alberta (Canada) (webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~nathanst /sara).
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